We have invented an efficient phase-only light shaping modality that can simultaneously control the distribution of multiple beams and shaping of these beams individually in a volume. It is coined Holo-GPC and extends the capabilities of both Generalized Phase Contrast (GPC) and Holography. Holo-GPC can be considered as a hybrid combination of holography that can create extended 2D or 3D beam distributions and GPC that forms noise-free sculpting of the individual beams.
INTRODUCTION
Laser beam shaping techniques based on phase-only modulation offer multiple advantages over amplitude modulation. This paper discusses and compares the merits of two phase modulation techniques; phase-only computer generated holography and Generalized Phase Contrast (GPC). Both techniques are briefly presented while recent developments in GPC will also be covered. Furthermore, novel hybrid schemes that inherit merits from both holography and GPC are also covered. In particular, our most recent technique coined "Holo-GPC" will be discussed in addition to earlier hybrid techniques. We will discuss how Holo-GPC utilizes the simplicity of GPC in forming well-defined speckle-free shapes and the versatility of holography in distributing these shaped beams over an extended 3D volume. To conclude, we cite applications where the combined strengths of the two photon-efficient phase-only light shaping techniques open new possibilities.
GENERALIZED PHASE CONTRAST (GPC)
Generalized Phase Contrast method (GPC), belongs to a class of non-absorbing common path interferometers [1] . A phase transmittance distribution directly representing the desired output intensity is imaged through the interference with a reference wave synthesized from phase-shifted low spatial frequencies. This is implemented using a phase contrast filter (PCF) whose phase shifting region is situated at the center of the optically Fourier transformed input. Static GPC light shapers have been implemented with binary phase plates and have been used for efficiently illuminating spatial light modulators (SLM) [2] . Likewise, dynamic GPC is implemented using a programmable phase-only SLM and has been used in experiments such as optical trapping, two-photon excitation and neurophotonics [3] .
Unlike diffractive approaches, GPC uses the target shape as the phase mask that directly interfaces with the incident Gaussian, instead of a pattern based on the target's Fourier transform (e.g. holograms). This makes GPC robust to input beam variations as convolution or other spatial filtering effects are avoided. The use of a common path configuration renders steep well-defined edges in the shaped output. Furthermore, the target output shapes could easily be replaced through interchangeable phase masks or by simply redrawing the pattern encoded into the SLM. We have previously shown theoretically [5] and experimentally [6] that GPC shows robustness to shift in wavelength and can maintain both projection length scale and high efficiency over a range [0.75λ 0 ;1.5λ 0 ] with λ 0 as the characteristic design wavelength. With the resulting performance across multiple wavelengths and the recent availability of tabletop super-continuum lasers, GPC light shaping opens the possibility for creatively incorporating various multi-wavelength approaches into spatially shaped excitations that can enable new broad-band light applications. 
HOLOGRAPHIC GPC (HOLO-GPC)
We have previously shown how to modify a GPC-setup to produce output spots instead of the mapped phase images by using matched filtering [7, 8] . In addition to the phase shifting circular region at the PCF, concentric phase shifting rings are applied to the Fourier distribution to match the alternating lobes of the Airy disk that correspond to specified input circles at the input phase mask. This modified GPC embodiment, consisting of a matched filter at the Fourier plane, is thus called matched filtering GPC (mGPC).
While being relatively simple to implement, mGPC does not fully exploit the benefits of digital holography. Both GPC and mGPC, only have a fixed element at the Fourier plane which is the PCF or a matched filter. This fixed Fourier filter makes both of them practical to implement requiring only a single SLM to dynamically reconfigure the output. The fixed matched filter in mGPC also limits the features that it can borrow from 2f digital holography. In a typical 2f holographic setup, a dynamic SLM is behind the Fourier transforming lens. In GPC or mGPC, the 2f part defined by the region between the PCF or matched filter and the output beams, on the other hand, has a "2f input" that is not as dynamic as an illuminated SLM.
As suggested by general Fourier optics considerations, there are far more possibilities if the phase element at the Fourier plane can also be dynamically controlled. Indeed, near ideal arbitrary complex fields can be generated when using a tandem of two dynamic SLM surfaces. Hence, recently we have developed "Holo-GPC" that takes advantage of some features of a so-called "tandem configuration" by having a phase modulator at the spatial frequency or Fourier plane. However, similar to GPC and mGPC, Holo-GPC maintains its practicality of requiring just one active SLM. Thus, to maintain this practicality and economy, the first phase modulating element is a well defined, easily fabricated, and generally reusable phase mask instead of another SLM as the tandem configuration suggests. In the usual tandem configuration, the first phase element being a hologram generally bears no resemblance to the final output and would require re-calculation for different outputs. Pre-fabricated phase elements would be impractical as they cannot be specified with a few parameters, require multiple phase levels to be efficient and would have to be replaced for each new output configuration.
Just as the shape of the generated individual output beams can be important, so is the shape of the light that is illuminating a hologram. Ultimately, the read-out illumination determines the amplitude and phase distribution of the point-spread function (PSF) at the output optical far-field plane. We are particularly interested in modifying the "spread function" of the output beams. As the typical illumination shape would have a tophat or a Gaussian distribution, the typical PSFs are either Airy-disk or Gaussian shaped. The target output PSF can thus be changed by illuminating with an (inverse) far-field transformed beam shape. The challenge, therefore, is the efficient creation of an initial basis beam shape (typically using the Fourier transform) that will become the output's PSF.
It is well known that a Fourier transformed amplitude mask can be used to illuminate a hologram in order to get PSFs with the same amplitude pattern. Holo-GPC starts with a similarly looking phase mask that efficiently transmits the input light without absorbing photons. But unlike a straightforward convolution, phase filtering is required to convert the phase mask into shaped PSFs at the output. As it relies on GPC's phase to intensity mapping, Holo-GPC also inherits GPC's efficiency advantage over amplitude masking and would in principle also have 3x brighter PSFs or over 90% of energy savings.
To understand how Holo-GPC works, we first briefly revisit the standard GPC configuration and subsequently identify the modifications necessary to make multiple holographic copies of this GPC output. In a standard GPC setup (i.e. Figure 5 ), the input phase mask is first optically Fourier transformed and the resulting distribution is focused on a phase contrast filter (PCF). An output intensity mapping of the input phase mask is generated from the interference of the imaged input with a so-called synthesized reference wave (SRW) that results from the low frequency components phase shifted by the PCF.
We treat the region between the PCF plane, through the imaging lens, then to the output intensity ( Fig. 5(d) to (g)), as a Fourier transforming configuration. The optical Fourier transform of the input phase mask can be thought of as the illumination at this plane. For a rectangular or circular input phase mask, this PCF illumination typically resembles a Sinc-function, or an Airy disk, but in general, this can be the Fourier transform of the desired PSF-shape with similar geometry as the input phase mask. As with holography, the PCF's phase shift is correcting the central part, such that it matches the phase distribution of an ideal Sinc function, Airy disk or Fourier transform of the desired PSF pattern. Hence, through convolution, by placing a hologram phase on top of this PCF-shifted, Fourier-transformed phase mask, Holo-GPC can produce a beam C C distribution wherein each beam takes the form of the intensity mapped input illuminated phase mask as in Figure 6 . As Holo-GPC operates by efficiently modifying the point spread function, the individual beams are identical copies of the intensity-imaged phase mask pattern. This multi-beam approach is a different paradigm from standard GPC wherein a phase mask utilizes multiple smaller sub-shapes that need not be identical, and hence the corresponding output individual beams can also have different shapes. However, unlike standard GPC or mGPC, Holo-GPC's output beams are not constrained to an imaging plane, but rather, can be addressed in a 3D holographic manner. Furthermore, a compensating phase mask region is not necessary for maintaining the optimal fill factor while changing the number of output beams. 
HOLO-GPC EXPERIMENTS
To demonstrate Holo-GPC experimentally we used a λ = 750nm laser source (filtered super-continuum laser from NKT Photonics) and re-purposed a static GPC Light Shaper (LS) from earlier experiments [4, 9] . The PCF within the static GPC-LS was displaced from the beam path, hence, switching off the standard GPC operation. An 8x magnified image of the GPC-LS's focal plane was used to illuminate a phase-only SLM (Hamamatsu Photonics, pitch = 20µm). The SLM-encoded PCF shifting region had a diameter of 21 pixels or 420µm which is very close to the theoretical optimal 423.26µm. The complex field at the SLM plane was
optically Fourier transformed with an f = 300mm lens, then magnified for sufficient coverage of the CCD camera. For the holograms, we tested a simple binary checkerboard grating and multiplexed spots distributed in 3D. The multiplexed spots were based on the "lenses and prisms" phases encoded on non-overlapping random SLM regions that are assigned to each spot. For visualization, a blazed grating was used to shift the spot patterns away from the zero-order diffraction. Uniform illumination was used in the CGH calculations. For a given CGH, different phase masks were used to form different PSF shapes.
The output reconstructions from the binary checkerboard grating using different input phase masks are shown in Figure 7 . Some loss in sharpness and fringing can be attributed to the finite SLM window and lens apertures, but the input patterns remain recognizable. The same SLM hologram is used even for the arbitrarily shaped Figure 8 demonstrates 3D addressing with Holo-GPC by using a multi-spot hologram and then imaging the reconstructed output at planes by translating the camera by 215mm. Despite some noise from the hologram among the individual beams, it is clear that the square mask is focused at different planes and exhibits expected diffraction patterns at the off-focus planes. (b) (a) 1mm
